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To continue, please click the box below to let us know that you are not a robot. If 2016 is a year of political shock, this year could be when we discover how they will impact the global economy. The Bloomberg Misery Index, which combines 2017 inflation and the unemployment outlook, aims to show us just that. For the third year in a row, Venezuela's
economic and political problems made it the saddest in the rankings. The least miserable country is once again Thailand - largely because of its unique way of calculating work - and the rest of the ladder features important movements by the UK, Poland and Mexico, to name a few. Economic woes have plagued Venezuela for years. Sluggish oil prices, the
country's only significant export, have triggered a crisis that has left grocery store shelves empty, hospitals without basic drugs and violent crimes rampant as desperation causes outrage. While the country has not reported economic data since 2015, Bloomberg's Cafe Con Leche Index, which aims to track inflation through the cost of a cup of coffee, shows a
1,419 percent price spike since mid-August. Economists expect prices to rise nearly sixfold this year, according to median estimates in a Bloomberg survey. The turn for the worseMoving closer to Venezuelan territory - although no country approaching its score of nearly 500 - is a handful of central and eastern European countries. Poland, which is
experiencing the biggest negative move in the rankings, clocks in at No. 28 among 65 economies this year, from 45th place in last year's actual performance index. The higher the ranking, the sadder the economy. Despite the steady decline in its unemployment rate since the financial crisis, inflation rose to 1.8 percent in January after Poland's longest period
of deflation on record. Similar price increases in Romania, Estonia, Latvia and Slovakia prompted a big jump in the Countries' Misery Index rankings. The woes have also deepened in Mexico, according to the index. After finishing 2016 at No. 38, it is scheduled to rise to 31st as inflation balloons to an estimated 5 percent in 2017 from an average of 2.8
percent last year. The ultimate combination of government fuel subsidies and an 11 percent drop in the peso against the dollar since the U.S. presidential election in November depressed prices. Britain's move by two notch towards more misery comes on the heels of the Brexit vote. A popular referendum confirming the start of the country's move out of the
European Union has pushed the pound to its lowest level in more than 30 years, pushing up the cost of imports and, along with it, inflation. Price growth has been sluggish in the UK since oil prices fell at the end of 2014.Finding UpMaking a move to be less miserable is mixed characters: Norway, Peru and even China's economic woes.Norway could at least
lower prices for consumers this year, allowing the country some room to improve on last year's mediocre and became less miserable by 18th place. Economists see oil spending slipping in 2017 while unemployment stands at around 4.8 percent - the latter perhaps a credit to government spending. Peru is also poised to impress with a 13-step important
position towards a happier economy this year. Again, this is good news for a bad reason: Peru is more miserable than expected in 2016 as drought fuels food price inflation and weak domestic demand weighs on the labor market. Economists seem to agree with Peru's central bank, which sees an improvement in investment and trade on the horizon. The
most important business story of the day. Get Bloomberg's daily newsletter. Rounding out the most improved rankings this year are Hong Kong, Taiwan, the Netherlands, China, Ecuador and Russia - each set to move down nine places or more. Rosier's view on China, the world's second-largest economy, is a boon to the global outlook. The U.S. remains
among the 20 least woeful countries (at No. 49), although now some places are worse than China, which tied in 2016.For full rankings, please see the table. Bloomberg's misery index consists of 65 countries and is calculated by adding together forecasts for a country's inflation and unemployment rates. Higher scores showed more 'suffering.' RIO DE
JANEIRO, BRAZIL - Venezuela, Argentina, South Africa, Turkey and Colombia hold on to their irresistible rankings from 2019 as the world's saddest economies, with Venezuela maintaining its status as a world worse for the sixth year in a row. The troubled South American country continues to suffer from soaring prices, with Bloomberg's Cafe Con Leche
Index estimating the current inflation rate at 4,043%. Thailand claims the least miserable economic title, although the government's unique way of legalizing unemployment makes it less important than the increase of two Taiwanese places to No. 6 or Singapore . . . To read the full NEWS and more, Subscribe to our Premium Membership Plan. Already
Subscribed? Login here Saturday, 22 August 2020 - 09:40 UTC Venezuela has a worse world for the sixth year in a row. The country is suffering from soaring prices, with the Cafe Con Leche Index forecasting an inflation rate of 4.043%. Venezuela, Argentina, South Africa, Turkey and Colombia hold on to their unavoidable rankings from 2019 as the world's
saddest economies Bloomberg's Misery Index, which boosts inflation and the unemployment outlook for 60 economies suggests that almost all of the economies surveyed are projected to be more miserable this year amid Covid-19, with analysts expecting an increase in unemployment in Venezuela, Argentina, South Africa , Turkey, and Colombia at their
irresistible ranking of 2019 as the saddest economy in the world, with Venezuela maintaining its status as the world's worse for six consecutive years. The troubled South American country continues to suffer from soaring prices, with Bloomberg's Cafe Con Leche Index Index the current inflation rate is 4,043%. Thailand claims the least depressing economic
title, though the government's unique way of legalizing unemployment makes it less important than taiwan's two-place increase to No. 6 or Singapore's bump to No. 2 on that scale. The Bloomberg Misery Index, which is now in its sixth year, relies on the old-fashioned concept that low inflation and unemployment show how well a country's population feels.
This year's score is based on a Bloomberg survey of economists' forecasts for 2020 price growth and unemployment in every economy and compares those values with actual data from last year. The index includes countries where Bloomberg has sufficient economic forecasts. Among the economies that saw improvements in their Misery Index rankings for
2020: • Luxembourg's ranking was most improved this year versus last, moving more favourably to No. 47 than No. 30 • In China, where coronavirus was first on hold, unemployment and inflation data for 2020 are projected to have a modest impact, with the world's second-largest economy improving seven places to No. 44 • Germany's overall woes score
has not changed much from its actual performance in 2019 - 6.7 versus 6.4 last year - but the score Germany's overall woes have not changed much from its actual performance in 2019 - 6.7 versus 6.4 last year - but Europe's engine improved 10 places as it was seen as less vulnerable than other economies fighting the effects of coronavirus on the labour
market. For some, whose suffering score is projected to be lower in 2020 than in 2019, including Turkey, even the good news is bad news. The lower misery score was largely due to weaker demand which pushed inflation expectations lower. Categories: Economy, Politics, Argentina, Latin America, Venezuela. (Bloomberg) -- The U.S. is projected to see the
worst reversal of fortunes this year in global economic woes, underscoring just how catastrophic the pandemic is. America dropped 25 spots, from No. 50 to No. 25, on Bloomberg's Misery Index, which boosted inflation and the unemployment outlook for the 60 economies. The decline comes as President Donald Trump fights for re-election while millions of
Americans remain unemployed. Only Iceland, Israel and Panama are even close to the level of decline in the annual rankings. Still, Thursday's unemployment claims showed a glimmer of improvement: Applications for U.S. unemployment benefits unexpectedly fell. READ MORE: Decline in U.S. Jobless Claims Offers Hope for Battered Economy The entire
economy surveyed is projected to be more miserable this year amid Covid-19, with analysts expecting an increase in unemployment and triggered growth. Venezuela, Argentina, Africa and Turkey clings to their irresistible ranking of 2019 as the four saddest economies in the world, with Venezuela maintaining its status as the world's worse for six consecutive
years. The troubled South American country continues to suffer from soaring prices, with Bloomberg's Cafe Con Leche Index estimating the current inflation rate at 4,043%. Thailand claims title at least not the economy, despite the government's unique way of tallying unemployment makes it less important than the increase of taiwan's two places to No. 6 or
Singapore's bump to No. 2 on that scale. The Bloomberg Misery Index, which is now in its sixth year, relies on the old-fashioned concept that low inflation and unemployment show how well a country's population feels. This year's score is based on a Bloomberg survey of economists' forecasts for 2020 price growth and unemployment in every economy and
compares those values with actual data from last year. The index includes countries where Bloomberg has sufficient economic forecasts. Among the economies that saw improvements in their Misery Index rankings for 2020:Luxembourg's rankings are the most improved this year versus last, moving more favourably for No. 47 of China's No. 30In, where the
coronavirus was first withheld, unemployment and inflation data for 2020 are projected to have a modest impact, with the world's second-largest economy improving seven places to No. 44Germany's overall suffering score unchanged from its actual performance in 2019 -- 6.7 versus 6.4 last year -- but with 10 places because it is seen as less vulnerable than
other economies fighting the effects of coronavirus in the labor market For some, whose misery score is projected to be lower in 2020 than in 2019, including Turkey, even the good news is bad news. The lower misery score was largely due to weaker demand which pushed inflation expectations lower. Bloomberg terminal users can click here for full results.
Results.
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